
EGU - HV Laboratory a.s. has become 

over decades a respectable and fully 

internationally recognized testing 

house providing services in high 

voltage testing and research 

and development activities in 

a transmission and distribution 

area. 

Company experts have been 

participating in international IEC and 

CIGRE working group activities for decades.

TESTING
WITH PASSION!



HISTORY

The Czechoslovak energy sector development was massively tri-

ggered after the Second World War. To meet such goals it was 

decided to build up two laboratories - a High Power Laboratory 

and a High Voltage Laboratory. Thus the High Voltage Laboratory 

as a part of EGU (The Elektroenergetic Institute) was established.

An unique laboratory building construction began 

in 1950 according to ing. B. Novak construction project.

HV Laboratory consists of two connected buildings. An admini-

stration building with offi ces, workshops and maintenance units 

in one half. The second half is occupied by a Small testing room 

connected directly to a Large testing hall with fl oor dimensions of 

24 x 30 m and 27 m in height. An unique so called „A“ profi le is well 

know and visible away from large distances.



A large testing hall construction was done in two phases. After 

concreting of a fi rst part a builder‘s staging was moved on railway 

lines to a second building part. 
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Large testing hall

Originally a three-phase 400 kV line was connected two three 

wall bushings allowing the testing of three-phases systems.

An impulse 

generator 3 200 kV 

manufactured by 

a Swiss company 

Micafi l was placed in 

a Large testing hall.

Small testing hall

An unique 250 kV 

test transformer 

with an air 

insulation system 

manufactured by 

company Fischer - 

Koln is situated in 

the small testing hall.

The 250 kV test trasnformer 

was manufactured in 1932 

and for the fi rst time used even 

before the Second World War 

at the fi rst high voltage testing 

laboratory in Prague and it is still 

in operation.



Cascade transformers are used for the high voltage power frequency 

testing. A former cascade trasnformer set comprised three 750 kV 

transformer units, i.e. producing an output voltage of 3 x 750 kV.

Control and measuring 

devices met the highest at 

that day technical standards. 
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A railway line build up within a large testing hall allowed testing 

of railway vehicles as well as large power transformers for nuclear 

power stations.



Outdoor testing site

That testing area allowed 

to test large test objects 

at full test voltages without 

restrictions of laboratory 

indoor clearances. A power 

frequency voltage was 

supplied by means of a high 

voltage wall bushing Micafi l.

An impulse generator 

7 MV manufactured by TuR 

Dresden.

Fast atmospheric impulses 

wave shapes were recorded 

by means of Polaroid cameras 

taking photos of oscilloscope 

screens.

A building crane helped to simulate real test confi guration 

by lifting and hanging them up.
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A military vehicle resistance test 

to nuclear electromagnetic pulses 

(EMP) generated through a nuclear 

explosion. 

A large spark produced by a 7 MV 

outdoor impulse generator 

manufactured by TuR Dresden.

The dielectric testing of a 400 kV 

GIS disconnector.



The atmospheric impulse 

testing simulating a lightning 

strike to an aircraft wing.
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On-site testing using an impulse generator 750 kV during a building 

stage of a pumped storage hydro power plant 

Dlouhe Strane in Jeseniky.



A cascade transformer 

set was moved to an 

outdoor test site in the 

80s to provide the testing 

of insulation of planned 

750 kV transmission grid. 

Fortunately that project 

was never realized.

A special Partial 

Discharge (PD) 

detector VYZER 

invented by Mr. Kocis.

An Impulse current 

generator 200 kA.
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A large sphere gap was used in the past for 

impulse voltages measurements. 

Sphere gap diameter - 1500 mm.

A LABORATORY BUILDING 
PROJECT TEAM

 Team leader: Ing. Bohumír Novák 

 Team members: Ing. D.Kohoutová, 

 Ing. J. Kučera, A. Švec

 Scientifi c team: Prof. B.Heller, Prof. Š. Matěna,  

 Prof. A. Veverka

DIRECTORS 
OF HV LABORATORY

 Ing. Bohumír Novák 1950 - 1955

 Ing. Jaroslav Kučera,Dr.Sc 1956

  Ing. Ondřej Pilař 1956 - 1959

  Ing. Oldřich Kelnar, CSc. 1959 - 1986

  Ing. Jaromír Beran, CSc. 1986 - 1990

  Ing. Jaroslav Vokálek, CSc. 1990 - 2001

  Ing. Václav Sklenička, CSc. 2001 - 2013

  Ing. Jan Lachman, PhD. 2013 -
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A completely new 

digital control system 

replaced fully an old 

relay based system.

The Laboratory 

modernization

Since the beginning of 90s 

the Laboratory has started 

a long-term programme 

focusing on modernization 

and renovation of voltage 

sources, measuring 

systems, technology 

equipment as well as 

laboratory buildings.

NOWADAYS

A renovated motor-generator system is a laboratory main 

AC voltage source. It consists of an asynchronous motor 500 kW 

allowing synchronization and a synchronous generator 1 200 kVA 

with frequency of 50 Hz or 200 Hz.



Thermal-mechanical chamber allowing 

insulators testing.

A new tensile testing machine manufactured by Labortech 

- mechanical testing of insulators up to 5 m and 600 kN.
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A lightning impulse 

fl ashover to the 

ground.

Power-frequency voltage fl ashover on a 35 kV disconnector.

Partial discharge 

measurements. 

TESTING EXAMPLES

Visible corona measurements on a 400 kV 

disconnector. 



Wet power-frequency voltage 

testing of a special porcelain 

insulator set.

Wet switching impulse testing 

of a polymeric insulator set.

A disconnector dielectric 

testing.

Wet switching impulse fl ashover on a double tension polymeric insulator set.

Glass cap&pin insulator string - 

artifi cial pollution testing.
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Impressive fl ashovers on glass cap&pin insulator sets.

An artifi cial ageing test of a polymeric insulator. 

A lightning impulse testing of a special tension polymeric insulator set.

A huge „V“ glass cap&pin 

insulator set testing. 

A transformer bushing under 

the front-chopped impulse 

testing.



Capacitors under 

the thermal testing 

at a temperature of - 50 C.

An close look up on a power-

frequency fl ashover.

The wet power-frequency testing of a porcelain post insulator.

A 400 kV transformer bushing 

testing. A partial discharge 

measurements test setup.

A surge gap under the current 

impulse testing.
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A power-frequency fl ashover at a voltage of 500 kV from 

a Faraday cage to a car with a driver. 

Hair electrization 

effect in a DC fi eld 

demonstrated 

during a radio 

programme Meteor. 

A largest Tesla 

transformer in 

a central Europe 

(2 MV, 32 kHz) can 

produce sparks 

to distances 

of few meters.

A lightning 

strike simulation 

to a carbon 

propeller aircraft. 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES:
A laboratory organizes public open days to demonstrate 

various HV effects.
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An electric knight - a human in a conductive shielded suit on an 

isolated platform receives and transmits long sparks produced by 

a Tesla transformer.

 Arabela 

serial CST, 

Czechoslovakia 1979 

Director: Václav Vorlíček

 xXx 

Action/Thriller USA, 2002 with Vin Diesel 

Director: Rob Cohen

 Eurotrip

Comedy / Road Movie, USA, 2004

Director: Jeff Schaffer

FILM MAKERS IN EGU

A unique laboratory interior 

attracts fi lm makers for 

decades. Promotional 

fi lms as well as feature 

fi lms were partially made 

at EGU.



CULTURAL AND SOCIAL EVENTS

A famous Czech fl ute virtuoso 

Jiří Stivín playing with KOA 

philharmonic orchestra.

Ondřej Neff (well-known Czech 

sci-fi  novels writer) during the 

50th laboratory anniversary 

celebration.

Circus artists and their performance during 

a social event organized in 60s.
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EGU - High voltage laboratory a.s.

Podnikatelská 267, Praha 9 - Běchovice

www.eguhv.com


